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About This Game

Bizarre lands! Fantasy! Chaos!

You start off with the main chapter centered in the bizarre alien land as described in the book Gods and Nemesis: Leviathan
Seed. Additional chapters will be added allowing you to advance your character.

As the chapters are added for you to explore, Gods and Nemesis: of Ghosts from Dragons will unravel into a multiplayer open
sandbox RPG. One thing you will notice up front is every asset is crafted from scratch. Future chapters will include a survival-
based world that will invite you and your friends to adventure the main storyline, find side quests, unravel secrets, or create and
play your own epic quests within a truly alien environment. Once you get used to the asymmetrical world with its fresh layout
within the first chapters, future chapters will be released that include giving an open world experience. Are you an explorer or
dungeon crawler? Are you a survivalist or crafter? Maybe you want to begin creating your own quests as a modder-- the future

chapters will give you incredible options.

Features of this first chapter
• 1st chapter will be approximately one hour of average play

• Engaging storyline
• Intro to the alien world with in-game tutorials

• Several Side quests and Easter Eggs

The 1st chapter will be scheduled on the release date for free. Additional chapters will be added over time based on overall
support. Several chapters are already mapped out and will be available soon along with expanded content including the open
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world experiences. Although these systems work, the project will require additional developers to create a steady stream of
content. In order to stand by my promise of releasing this game, I will release the 1st chapter which will have a great deal of
content in itself. I believe that this will inspire the needed support for the planned Gods and Nemesis universe. Keep in mind

that there is a unique burden of describing a truly alien world because there is little to relate with -- it must be played for
someone to understand its potential and appeal and this is why the first chapters are deeply story driven.
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Title: Gods and Nemesis: of Ghosts from Dragons
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Chad Meffert
Publisher:
Chad Meffert
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8.1 /10

Processor: 1.7 GHz or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 4 GB RAM or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible

Additional Notes: 4 GB Available Space

English
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November Donations!:
All DLC’s profits from November 2018 were given to Opération Enfant-Soleil. 20 CAD in total. Thank you for your generosity!
https://www.operationenfantsoleil.ca/en/

Proof of donation in French (with sensible infos removed)

. New casual puzzle game "Data mining 6" now available on Steam!:
Hello, dear Gamer! We have prepared for you new part our puzzle game, hope you like it! Thank you for your support us!
Enjoy)

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1028380/Data_mining_6/
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.
3.40 stable released:
The spring is in the air.

Here's a squirrel in a big pine tree at my backyard. It said to me that today we should release a new patch.

So we did, and here's the changelog. With this last fistful of crucial fixes and a few additions we'll tag version 3.40 stable.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Version 3.40 stable changelog:. A Hat in Time Update Released:
An update to A Hat in Time has been released. The update will be applied automatically when you restart A Hat in Time. The
changes include:

Fixed a race-condition crash in audio playback

The Relic Finder Badge has been replaced by the Compass Badge, which serves a similar purpose but is used differently.

Compass Badge now costs 400 pons instead of the previous 100.

Mafia Town at night has been improved visually with rain effects and localized fog

This has also been applied to the Alpine Skyline Purple Time Rift

Hat Kid now has an effect for being in water

Minor performance improvements to rendering

Snatcher's blink attack now has an audio cue to signify its importance

Fixed water in Mafia Town sometimes freaking out

Fixed a rendering bug where some objects would become invisible

Fixed the PS4 button icon saying "CIRCLE"

Note: Any community-made levels containing torches or chairs will need to be re-cooked. Second Aid (1.0.0.6):
This current hotfix patch should fix all (or at least most) rendering glitches, as well as some of the crashes that users have
experienced on some hardware. You should also notice increased performance in certain places where you may have
experienced frame rate drops before.

Black terrain textures seems to be partially fixed, but they still might exist in some cases on some hardware. We’re looking
deeper into it.

We really appreciate your patience and understanding and are very thankful for it!. Hotfix Patch 0.3.3 Released:
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Soliders!
Patch 0.3.3 has been released.
View the changelog below:
Changelog[forum.worldwar3.com]. v4.8 patch notes:
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Added Attack skill :
Blindfold ( Blinds the eyes of a girl in close range )
Chlorform ( Every girl around you sleeps )
. Ultra Gameplay Video (2nd time lucky):
To make up for forcing you to listen to Miss Black, here's a gameplay video to a track with a bit more bite!
Insane level with 200% visual feedback, no deaths (just). Get in!
This is one of the music tracks built in the game. Enjoy!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4FLbk2GZ20. [Update] On A Roll 3D Now Available for Mac OSX & Linux /
SteamOS:

[Update] On A Roll 3D is now Available for Mac OSX & Linux / SteamOS. World's Dawn is now available to play!:
The day is here — the complete version of World's Dawn is now available on Steam!

I want to extend one final thank you (who I am I kidding, I'll probably say it again...) to everyone who has followed this game
from the very beginning. I've received so much love, support, and enthusiastic feedback over the years and World's Dawn could
not have been possible without all of it. I truly hope you all enjoy the final product =)

If you have a few minutes to spare, please consider leaving a review or a comment right here in the community. I'll do my best
to read and respond to everything!

One final note... I'm working on sending out codes to all Kickstarter backers, so look for those within the next hour or so.
Thanks for your patience!
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